GETAWAYS
Trips I Never Wrote About–1998
My main “vacation” in the summer of 1998 was a trip to New York and Washington with the Garrigan quiz bowl team.
However, later that summer I made at least four long weekend getaways, including two that were over 1,000 miles and led to places I
haven’t returned to since. I never wrote travelogues about those trips, because at the time they didn’t seem like “real” trips. Instead it
just seemed I was struck with a bit of wanderlust and went gallivanting off in different directions. When I was revising my quiz bowl
travelogue and selecting pictures to put with it, I realized that my photo album had more pictures from the “minor” getaways than it did
from the major trip. That’s what led me to consider coming up with a few recollections about those getaways.
I can’t really do a formal travelogue eleven years after the fact, because I don’t know the specific dates when I took those trips.
All I label my pictures with are months and years. I suppose I could check the gas log for my car if I really cared, but even if I had the
dates, there would be a lot of detail I couldn’t possibly remember. So what I’ll mostly be doing is going through my pictures (some of
which will be incorporated here) and reminiscing about places I’ve never written “real” travelogues about.

Colorado (June)
When I was a child, Colorado was a familiar destination. My parents used to live there (decades before I was born), so we
went camping there and visited old friends they knew from their time in the mountains. I returned to Colorado in the summer of 1983,
shortly before I “graduated” (with quotation marks since I never went through a ceremony nor received a diploma) from the University of
Northern Iowa. My best friend from college had moved to Denver with his girlfriend, and I borrowed my brother Paul’s car to go out and
see him. That turned out to be a very awkward trip, mostly because my friend (who had been a non-practicing Catholic) had joined
some bizarre Evangelical Christian church and was attempting to convert everyone with whom he had contact. I’ve never spoken with
Bob and Karen since that trip, and my strange experiences then were one of the main reasons that fifteen years passed before I even
thought about returning to Colorado.
In spring of 1998 I had bought the car I still own today in 2009, a dark blue Chevy Metro. (Everyone calls it a Geo, but it
carries the Chevy nameplate.) Between February and May I’d barely put a thousand miles on the car, and I wanted to go somewhere
in it. I basically thumbed through an atlas, and Colorado seemed interesting and not unreasonably far away. I found a very affordable
deal on a hotel in the mountains and made reservations there and at overnight stops en route. Then in early June (probably about a
week after we got back from the quiz bowl trip to New York) I set out westward.
I think I left on a Friday, toward the middle of the day. I was probably teaching a daytime summer class at Iowa Lakes and left
after it was over. I remember this day as a hot, dull drive. My car is an absolute base model, with no air conditioning and not even a
radio. If I were doing the drive today I’d almost certainly take along a boom box and listen to audiobooks along the way. At the time,
though, the only entertainment I had was singing to myself. It was also a very hot summer day, and I recall it being a long, long trip.
I made my way southwest to Sioux City and then south to Fremont, Nebraska. From there I followed old highway 30, which
runs along the north bank of the Platte River pretty much all the way across Nebraska. While it serves a lot of relatively large towns,
U.S. 30 has mostly been bypassed by I-80 to the south. There was very little traffic on a weekday night. I recall the feeling I had once
had in Saskatchewan of seeing grain elevators rise in the distance many miles before I’d reach the actual towns. I also recall playing
tag with a train on the Union Pacific Railroad, which runs right next to highway 30. The train was running just slightly slower than the
highway speed limit, but it stayed at speed through towns, while car traffic had to slow down. Each time I’d get to a town, the train
would get ahead, and in the stretch in between, I’d pass it. This kept up for more than a hundred miles.
I stayed overnight at a Sleep Inn in Grand Island. I distinctly remember this, because it was the first time I’d ever stayed at
what is now a very common chain. Today’s Sleep Inns are not much different from any other hotels, but the old ones (like the one in
Grand Island) had a unique modular design that included walk-in showers that doubled as room dividers. This Sleep Inn was also
strange because it was almost literally in the middle of nowhere. It was well past what was the edge of town on a state highway
northwest of Grand Island, and the place was surrounded by nothing but fields. I had to drive five miles to even find a restaurant (a
Taco John’s, as I recall). It was certainly not the most exciting place I’ve ever stayed, but it made an adequate place to spend the
night.

The second day of this trip was a more pleasant day of driving. I decided to follow mostly two-lane roads, and I drove the
whole way with my windows open. I thought as I rode of a book I read years ago in college, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance. The book tells how a motorcyclist can feel one with the earth, because there is nothing separating the rider from the
ground or sky. I had nearly that same feeling myself as I headed across Nebraska. My little car sits so close to the ground that I almost
felt I was riding along on the earth itself, and with the wind whipping around me I really did feel very much a part of nature. It was a cool
feeling, and one I’ve repeated on the strangest occasions while traveling around in my Metro.
I crossed the Platte and headed south from Grand Island to Hastings, where I recall stopping for breakfast. Normally in my
travelogues I dwell on the food I eat, but all these years later I have no clue exactly where I may have stopped. Most likely it was a
McDonalds, but it could as easily have been any other fast food place—or perhaps a Country Kitchen or a Perkins. I do remember
stopping for breakfast, though, and then I headed westward on highway 34, the same road that went through my childhood hometown
of Mt. Pleasant.
U.S. 34 runs across the southernmost part of Nebraska, edging ever closer to Kansas as it heads westward. The big thing I
recall on this route was the trees. Nebraska’s welcome signs proudly proclaim that state as “the birthplace of Arbor Day”, and carefully
planted trees all along highway 34 bore witness to that claim to fame. The highway had changed little from over the years; it was still a
very narrow two-lane concrete path with curbs in some places. All along the way, it was lined shaded by towering trees that grew right
next to the edge of the road/ Those trees really stood out against the endless corn and wheat fields; the feeling was rather like a
suburban lane instead of a rural highway. If I were in a great hurry, this would honestly have been a rather annoying route to drive. I
was in the right mood on this day, though, and it was really rather fun.
I probably stopped somewhere in southwest Nebraska, but I have no memory of doing so. I checked the gas log and found
my next gas stop was at a 7-Eleven in Wray, on highway 34 just inside Colorado. (It was, by the way, on Saturday, June 20, 1998.)
Seeing that town name brought back memories. If I’d been looking for a change from the normal routine, Wray definitely brought it. A
very skuzzy-looking town, Wray let me know I had crossed from the Midwest into the West. The businesses in town had old-fashioned
false fronts that were taller than what was behind them, and the homes were surrounded by wooden fences with various animals’
skeletons above the gates. I remember the 7-Eleven being in a pole building, very similar to the Thriftway stores I’d seen while visiting
my brother in New Mexico. The customers all seemed to drive pick-ups and spit tobacco juice onto the pavement. I’d almost forgotten
that “cultural experience”, but just seeing the word “Wray” brought it back.
I’m not entirely certain what route I took beyond Wray. Most likely I headed west to Brush , made a right angle, and then went
down to Last Chance, a town on U.S. 36 about 70 miles east of Denver. It would have been shorter to have taken I-76 southwest from
Brush, but I’m pretty sure I didn’t. That’s because I remember coming into Denver from the east on I-70. In particular I remember
passing the old Stapleton Airport, which would have closed shortly before this trip. The taxiways at Stapleton go right over I-70, and I
remember the strange experience of driving under a 747 from when I went out to Denver in College. Now those taxiways were just like
any other overpasses, and the whole area around the old airport was pretty much abandoned. (It has apparently since been
redeveloped as suburban housing.)
I’m pretty sure I just drove straight through
the north end of Denver, following I-70 all the way. I
remember passing the apartment complex where
Bob and Karen used to live (I’m sure they had since
moved) and shuddering just a bit. I also remember
being pleasantly surprised at that the traffic moved
right along the whole way—but then, it was a
weekend.
Denver is quite literally at the edge of the
mountains. While the land rises steadily in eastern
Colorado, it is still very much plains. Just west of
Denver, though, is the Front Range of the Rockies.
There aren’t really many foothills here. Instead the
land rises from 5,000 feet in the city to 13,000 feet at
the Great Divide in a matter of a bout 70 miles. I
had been across I-70 west of Denver when I was a
kid, but I’d never actually driven the road myself. I’m
not sure I’d driven any mountain interstate, and I
definitely wasn’t prepared for this one. I cruised
Interstate 70 west of Denver
along through Denver’s west suburbs and then
started making my way up the pass. I-70 is a broad six-lane highway, and it looks deceptively normal as you approach the mountains.
As I entered the mountains my car really started struggling. Metros are notorious for their lack of power (the flip side of which
is incredible gas mileage), and at first I thought that was what this was. As I continued to climb, though, it got ridiculous. I could barely
go 35 mph in a 70 mph zone. I imagined I was having serious engine problems and recalled a time when my father nursed our
motorhome from exit to exit as it struggled with vapor lock. I wondered if I would ever reach the top of the mountain, and eventually I
pulled off at a rest area in case the car was having serious problems.

It was when I left the rest area that I realized that the problem was with me rather than the car. I managed to accelerate fairly
easily as I went up a steep entrance ramp. I continued to pick up speed on the interstate and eventually drove with traffic. The
difference this time was that I had started out in first gear and gradually shifted upward to second, third, and fourth. Leaving Denver, on
the other hand, I had been cruising along in fifth gear, and I stayed in that gear until I stopped at the rest area. On a flat highway, fifth
gear is appropriate, but on a steep upgrade, I should have shifted down. Whenever I’d driven in hilly areas before (like around my
sister Margaret’s house), it was always on two-lane roads where traffic and terrain made me aware of what to do. On the interstate, I’d
stupidly just kept assuming I could go on as usual.

David Burrow’s Metro outside Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel – Loveland Pass, Colorado
(It’s interesting to see the fake “chrome” wheels, which are now badly rusted.)
I stopped again at the top of the pass, right outside the Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel. The real purpose of the pull-out here is
for trucks to secure their loads and check their brakes, but it made a nice place to relax for a while and enjoy the mountain scenery. I
must say it is strange to see snow on the ground in June. I snapped a few pictures and then made my way through the two-mile long
tunnel. While it’s no longer the highest tunnel in the world and is nowhere near the longest, it’s still an extremely impressive work of
engineering.
It’s definitely not all downhill on the other side of the pass. Instead it’s up and down, up and down, all the way to Utah. Now
that I’d figured out how to drive, though, dealing with the mountain interstate wasn’t really much of a problem.
I didn’t go anywhere close to all the way to
Utah. Instead I took one of the first exits over the pass,
which led to the twin towns of Dillon and Silverthorne.
Dillon comes across as an old Western town, while
Silverthorne is a very modern resort. This is ski country,
and Silverthorne was obviously first and foremost a ski
area (Keystone and Copper Mountain). They’ve worked
hard to make themselves a year-round attraction,
though, and it made a very pleasant place to visit in
summer.

Silverthorne, Colorado

My destination was the Hampton Inn—Summit
County, a “mid-range” establishment that even in 1998
charged around $200 on winter weekends. I had
booked online and got a summer rate that I think was
less than $60. That was still a little more than I was
used to paying for hotels in those days, but it was very
reasonable for a nice hotel in a great location. (While
writing this I searched the web and found the place is

now a La Quinta Motor Inn, after apparently having been a Sheraton for a couple of years. Its summer prices are roughly triple what
they were a decade ago, and in ski season the rates go up over $300 a night. One of the travel review sites I gather from reviews on
Tripadvisor.com that it has gone downhill a bit, also. I recall it being quite a nice place to stay, but even the nicest reviews these days
tend to damn it with faint praise.
The reviewers did mention one quirk I distinctly recall from the Hampton Inn—the fact that the place has no air conditioning.
At over 9,000 feet in elevation, that wouldn’t normally be much of a problem. It was in the upper 70s when I was there, and a fan
(stored in the closet) sufficed to make the room perfectly comfortable. I’d imagine that if anyone visited during a heatwave in August, it
could be miserable, though.
After checking in and getting settled in the room, I went to an upscale outlet mall (an odd concept, but fitting for the type of
town Silverthorne is) to have lunch. I forget exactly where I ate (probably Wendy’s or Subway), and it really doesn’t matter. I also
checked out a few of the stores, most notably a sporting goods dealer where I bought a replica Colorado Rockies jersey. I still have
that jersey today, and I wear it quite frequently. It wasn’t cheap, but it proved a better deal than many other things I’ve bought over the
years.

People fishing under Interstate 70 – Silverthorne, Colorado
After my late lunch, I spent quite a while hiking around
the Silverthorne area. There was a trail between the hotel and
the outlet mall that extended further than I cared to walk in
either direction—well into the mountains to the north and
probably all the way to Dillon to the south. Much of the trail ran
along and under the interstate right-of-way, but it was
completely separated from the road, which made for a very
pleasant hike. The area is full of forest land and alpine
meadows, with snow-capped mountains lining the horizon.
There are fast-moving creeks throughout the area, which block
the noise of the interstate and add to the natural beauty.
After hiking for a couple of hours, I changed into
somewhat better clothes and drove over to Dillon. Before
leaving on the trip, I had searched the internet for churches in
the area and found a Catholic church in Dillon that had a
conveniently timed evening service (something I wish more
Protestant churches would do). It was a bit of a struggle just
driving over there, as the route between Silverthorne and Dillon

Snow-capped mountain by Silverthorne

(U.S. highway 6) is a very old-fashioned mountain road whose extreme grades and hairpin curves made me appreciate just what a
marvel of engineering the interstate truly was.
I don’t remember the name of the church, but I definitely remember the building. I expect Catholic churches to be ornate old
edifices, but this was little more than a glorified log cabin. I never really figured out whether it was a historic building or whether it was
built recently to look old. The interior was whitewashed and had only minimal ornamentation, by far the simplest place I’ve ever been to
mass.
I don’t remember much about the service itself. The main thing I remember was that the little church was extremely crowded.
It was hard to find a place to park, and I had to crowd into an already occupied pew. This is apparently a mission church staffed by a
priest from the Denver suburbs who comes in to say one mass a week. It’s the only Catholic church for miles around, so there’s a lot of
people coming to that one service.
After church I went back through
the tunnel to the east side of the Great
Divide. I had thought about taking the old
road over Loveland Pass, but decided it
was prudent not to do so. Instead I took
the interstate through the tunnel and
headed back past Georgetown and Idaho
Springs, strange little towns that combine
elements of old-time mining towns,
modern suburbs, and resorts.
I exited at Evergreen, a modern,
wealthy suburb appropriately set amid
forest land about halfway up the east end
of the mountains. The setting around
Evergreen is beautiful, with views of
snowcapped mountains to the west and
the Denver skyline to the east.
Unfortunately the place itself is everything
that is wrong with modern suburbia. Much
Mountains near Evergreen, Colorado
like West Des Moines, Naperville, or Inver Grove Heights, Evergreen is a collection of mansion-like homes on microscopic lots,
sprawling lines of condos, and low-slung “big box” stores with massive parking lots. When I reached the bottom I’d look back and see
that from Denver it’s basically a big scar on the mountain, spoiling what is best about the Mile High City’s natural setting.
I made my way to the Denver beltway and went back through Golden, past the massive Coors brewery. I followed highway 6
back to Idaho Springs and then took the interstate back to Silverthorne. I think it was dark by the time I returned, and I don’t remember
doing anything in particular that night.
I was up fairly early Sunday, and I followed a mostly empty interstate east towards Denver. I took the beltway (470, oddly
signed as a state highway rather than an interstate) south to Littleton, a suburb that would become infamous the following year as the
site of the Columbine High School massacre. Littleton is the epitome of suburban sprawl. Unlike Evergreen, it doesn’t even have a
pleasant setting or a nice view. It’s just subdivision after subdivision marching across the south end of the sprawling metropolis.
I followed U.S. highway 85 north through Littleton and
Englewood and on to the south edge of the city of Denver. The
area where I stopped was definitely urban rather than suburban,
and didn’t really strike me as the safest of places. It was,
however, my destination. I pulled into a park-and-ride at I-25
and Broadway, which was then the southern end of Denver’s
brand new light rail line. (The line has since expanded greatly.
If I were to repeat this trip today, I could get on clear at any of
three different points in the south suburbs.) I remembered
dreadful traffic when I had come out to Denver in college, and—
even if it was in a bad neighborhood—I was only too happy to
leave my car and take the train on this trip.

Empty light rail car – Denver

I gather that today Denver’s light rail network is a very
successful system. I certainly wouldn’t have guessed that from
riding the single line that existed in 1998 on a Sunday morning.
I boarded an absolutely empty car, and most of the day there
were few other passengers as I made my way around the city.

The starter line for the light rail didn’t real go anywhere (it connected a couple of bad neighborhoods with the back side of downtown),
and it offered infrequent service at best. It was honestly a bit of a chore even for me to use it, but I was willing to make the trade-off in
exchange for not having to drive in the city proper.
I’ve since taken a wide range of transit systems, but at the time “light rail” was a new and different experience. The only other
system with that name I’d been on was St. Louis’ Metrolink. Except for its boxy double-length cars, the St. Louis train functions like the
subway or elevated train you’d find in any major city. Denver’s train (at least at the time), though, came across more like an over-sized
bus, and it had more in common with old-fashioned trolleys than with subways. The “stations” are little more than glorified bus stops,
and in most cases the trains run on a track laid right in the middle of city streets, going with traffic and stopping at all the lights. Entry
and exit was by narrow doors that led down steps, rather than wide doors that led to platforms flush with the floor of the train. Each
platform had a single mini-ramp where handicapped people could wait. In the unlikely event that there actually was a handicapped
passenger (I think I saw one all day), the driver had to exit the cab, open a special door, and place a bridge between the car and the
ramp so the passenger could board. I’m sure that was cheaper to build, but it was inconvenient both for the disabled and for the regular
passengers who had to put up with a delay. There were no announcements, so I had to keep a careful watch for where to get off. I did
manage to negotiate things without a hitch, but it was definitely not my favorite transit experience.
I spent the morning just exploring the city of Denver, taking the train to various stations and then walking (often quite long
distances) to attractions that were vaguely convenient to those stops. I really can’t say I saw anything particularly memorable (lots of
warehouses and shabby housing—the sort of neighborhoods that didn’t say “not in my back yard” to transit), but it was fun to explore
the area.
Around noon I made my way to Coors Field for my main event of the trip, a baseball game. The Rockies had just recently
moved into their new home, and virtually every game they’d had there was a sell-out. For this game, the only tickets available were for
the “rockpile”, a section of bleachers located high above the outfield almost literally miles from anything else in the park. The
advantage this ticket had was that it was cheap (something like $4), so I figured even if I couldn’t see a thing, I hadn’t wasted much.

View from the Rockpile – Coors Field, Denver
The one good thing about the rockpile was that it offered a pleasant view of the Denver skyline. From my point of view that
was better than the main seating bowl, which looked out over the scarred suburban mountains. As far as seeing the game, though, it
was ridiculous. I felt as if I was looking down on the field from an airplane, with tiny ants playing baseball below me.
The worst thing about the rockpile was that it was in no way shaded. While clouds built through the afternoon, mostly the sun
beat down mercilessly. The Rockies jersey I’d bought was black, and it only compounded the heat. I didn’t notice it happening, but I
also got a rather nasty sunburn while sitting there. With that jersey on, it turned into a rather silly looking “farmer tan”, too.
Coors Field offered a wide range of concessions, which at the time struck me as extremely over-priced. Having since been to
numerous ballparks in both the major and minor leagues, my bet is the prices were actually pretty typical. They were more than I was
used to paying, though, and I know I didn’t buy much of anything. I do remember having a “lemon chill” (basically a cup of sherbet),
and I think this was the first time I’d ever had what I’d find out later is a ballpark staple.

I honestly remember nothing of
the game itself. I couldn’t even tell you
who the Rockies were playing that day. I
probably have the ticket stub in a
scrapbook somewhere, but it’s not worth
hauling out. I’m pretty sure I did stay for
all nine innings, but there was nothing that
really stood out—positive or negative—
about the experience.
The gathering clouds had made
it quite dark by the end of the game, so I
made my way as quickly as I could to the
nearest light rail station (which was half a
mile or so away). I remember that it
started pouring just as I got there. I
huddled under the tiny shelter and waited
for nearly twenty minutes before a train
finally came. I rode back to I-25 and
Broadway in the rain, and it continued to
storm as I made my way back to
Silverthorne. I don’t recall anything I
might have done in the evening, and it
was certainly nothing noteworthy enough
for me to take a picture for my photo
album.
I don’t recall if I left early or late
on Monday, though I’m sure I timed things
to avoid heading through the city at rush hour. I went back down the Front Range and then followed I-76 northeast from Denver. My
gas log shows I bought fuel in Brighton, right at the northeast corner of the metro area near the new Denver International Airport.
Fans in the Rockpile at Coors Field

I remember pulling off the road in Fort Morgan and again in Sterling, looking for a place to eat. Nothing in Fort Morgan was
close to the road, and the options in Sterling were unappealing. I eventually just got back on the highway and continued to the edge of
the state.
Interstate 76 runs from Denver to the extreme northeast corner of the Centennial State. It interchanges with I-80 less than
three miles inside Nebraska, right at the point where the panhandle joins the main body of the Cornhusker State. It’s a rather complex
interchange out in the middle of nowhere. Strangely, the thing is signed as if it were in Colorado, with a number marking the mileage
from Denver.
I exited I-80 just a few miles to the east, at
Ogallala. I crossed the Platte on a dam and had a
pleasant drive all around the artificial lake it had
created. I then headed north to Arthur, which I
remember having read was the smallest county
seat in America. Arthur isn’t even listed as a town
in my current atlas, but all of Arthur County had just
398 people on the 2000 Census, so that gives you
a clue as to just how small this town is. I don’t
remember much of anything about the place, but I
do remember pondering how they manage to get
all the various county staff with so few people to
draw from.
I turned onto highway 92 at Arthur and
headed east on one of the loneliest roads I’ve ever
been on. The label in my photo album to the
picture I inserted here says “treeless, wide open,
and lonely – 27 miles between cars”. Obviously
the emptiness struck me enough to make a note of
that statistic.

Highway 92 – east of Arthur, Nebraska

I continued east to Stapleton, where I stopped at a remarkably modern convenience store in a town that came across as not
much bigger than Arthur. I bought gas and had some bad pizza there and then continued on my way. I took a picture of some nasty-

looking road construction in central Nebraska, so apparently it delayed me for a fairly long time. All these years later, I can’t say I
remember much about the rest of the day, though.
My destination Monday was Norfolk, where I stopped for the night at an unmemorable Super 8. (I took a picture of my car in
their parking lot; otherwise I wouldn’t have even remembered what kind of motel it was.) Then the next day I had an unmemorable
drive back to Algona.
I haven’t been back to Colorado (or even western Nebraska) since this trip, though I’ve toyed with the idea of doing so on
several occasions. These days I wouldn’t trust my car on that long of a trip, so it will probably be a while longer before I’m back.

Lake Superior (mid-July)
While this was just a long weekend, I have no idea why I didn’t write a travelogue about it. I’d wanted to take a trip around
Lake Superior for most of my adult life, and I actually saw and did quite a lot of things and had some interesting experiences on this trip.
While I’d been to most of the places I’d visit as a small child, I really didn’t remember them at all. This was a fascinating little getaway,
and one I’d love to repeat again.
I just did an internet search to confirm what day of the week it was when I left on this trip. It happened to be a Friday (no real
surprise), but the main result that came from Google-ing “July 17, 1998” was that there was a huge earthquake and tsunami in Papua
New Guniea that day. I’m pretty positive I had no knowledge of that when I set off in my car, nor do I recall being even vaguely aware
of it until today. We really are very isolated from world news here in America.
I headed northward on highway 169 to Blue Earth, where my gas log shows I bought gas. The Kwik Trip where I stopped
would have been almost brand new at the time, which I’m sure is the reason I stopped at that specific place. Today the same
convenience store is looking a bit on the seedy side.
I followed I-90 across southern Minnesota, gradually watching the Great Plains change into the rugged cliffs near the
Mississippi. I crossed the Father of Waters on a high bridge at LaCrosse and then continued eastward to Tomah.
Consulting the gas log leaves me a bit confused about just what route I took across Wisconsin. I apparently bought gas in
Princeton, and there’s not really a direct way to get from LaCrosse or Tomah to that little town. I’m not sure if I took a collection of twolane roads (which would have been a stupid choice in Wisconsin) or if I took I-90 east past the Dells and then went north on I-39. I
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apparently made it to Princeton (where, by the way, I stopped at a Mobil station and bought $8.00 worth of gas at $1.12 , yielding
43.3mpg on the fill). I also remember going through Ripon, which is one of several places (Crawfordsville, Iowa is another) that claims
to be home to be the birthplace of the Republican Party. 1998 was when Republican rhetoric was starting to become really strident,
and I certainly longed for moderate voices like Dwight Eisenhower or Robert Ray.
Eventually I made it to Sheboygan, which is one of those places with a funny name I’ve always wanted to go to. The only
thing I remember about the place is stopping at a Culver’s, then a new and different restaurant chain found mostly in Wisconsin. This
meal stop got frozen in my memory because everyone in the place was grossly overweight. In fact, I’ve noticed several times when
traveling through there that Wisconsin seems to be just about the fattest state in America. It makes even Dixie look anorexic. Seeing
all those obese people made me feel a bit guilty ordering the definitive Wisconsin delicacy, deep fried cheese curds.
I continued northward on I-43, a
road I’d get very familiar with later when
making trips to see baseball games in
Beloit. My destination this afternoon was
Green Bay, where I stopped at the
National Railroad Museum. At the time I
had yet to ride a “real” train, but I’ve
always been quite a lover of the rails.
This museum really fascinated me. The
place is enormous, with hundreds of
historic train cars (and entire trains)
housed both indoors and outside. They
trace the history of railroading from the
first steam engines to the high-speed
future, and almost all the equipment they
have is beautifully restored. Much of it
has historic value. This includes some of
the newer stuff. I was intrigued to see the
Bicentennial Freedom Train – National Railroad Museum, Green Bay, WI
Freedom Train that brought the artifacts of
American history around the country for the Bicentennial. I remember reading about that train when I was a kid, and it was fascinating
to see it up close.

The big thing I recall from this trip was just how big trains are. Having taken Amtrak numerous times since, that’s less
shocking to me now, but it really stood out in this museum. A modern train engine dwarfs a semi truck; even a relatively tall person like
me doesn’t come too far above the wheels.
While the place was very interesting, I
never dawdle in museums. I suppose I spent an
hour or so checking out everything.
Then I
continued on into the city of Green Bay. Without
really planning it I drove right next to Lambeau
Field. In fact I managed to snap a picture while I
was stopped at a light beside the place. The
stadium is in a surprisingly quiet, suburban-like
neighborhood that doesn’t really fit with the
Packers’ gritty reputation. It’s a very simple “old
school” stadium, too, a place that looks more like
where a big high school might play than an NFL
team. That makes sense. Being owned by the
city, the Packers haven’t been able to blackmail
Green Bay into building a modern palatial home by
threatening to move somewhere else.

ABOVE: Exterior of Lambeau Field – Green Bay, Wisconsin
BELOW: Flowers along the shoreline – Menominee, Michigan

I stopped at an A&W somewhere in the
northern suburbs of Green Bay, and I was again
taken aback at how fat everybody was. Looking at
the picture I inserted here, it strikes me that the
oversized lawn balloon in the Packers parking lot is
the perfect representation of Wisconsin.
My destination tonight was Menominee, a
town just across the border in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula. It’s developed all the way from Green
Bay to Menominee, and I recall this wasn’t exactly
a pleasant drive. I stopped for the night at a
Howard Johnson’s Express, the first and last time I
ever stayed at a HoJo’s location. The place looked
very nice on the outside, but the rooms were old
and ratty—the sort of thing I’d encountered at
some bad “ma ‘n’ pa” motels in the past. I also
remember it being overpriced, since everything in
the area was booked solid with weekenders. The
one saving grace of the place was that it was
located right on Lake Michigan. The rooms offered
a glimpse of the water, and I spent quite a while
hiking along the shore. If I returned to the area, I’d
probably stay overnight in Green Bay and make a
day trip up to the U.P.

There was nothing to keep me at Howard
Johnson’s, so I left quite early (I think it may have
even been before 6am) Saturday morning. This
morning I took a “scenic” drive through one of the ugliest areas I’ve ever been through, the south coast of the Upper Peninsula. The
fifty-six mile stretch from Menominee to Escanaba looks rural on the map, and I expected to have a nice view of the lake all the way.
Instead I had a “nice” view of a wall of vacation homes. The road reminded me of route A1A in Florida, where you can’t see the water
for all the development. I’m sure people paid very high prices for their lakeside property, and many of the places have “No
Trespassing” signs warning that the beaches and fishing piers are private property. I’m sure the owners paid a fortune for their lakeside
lots, but it bothers me such development is even allowed. It’s hard to imagine Mississippi being a model for environmental planning,
but their coastal development is something other places could take a lesson from. There the beach side of the highway is entirely open
(and public), with all the private development being across the street from the beach. From a tourist’s perspective (and I’d think for the
locals as well) that makes things much more pleasant.
I had breakfast in Escanaba. I think I stopped at Hardees, but it could just as easily have been a Burger King or some other
fast food place. It would be interesting to know just how many fast food breakfasts I’ve eaten in my life; it’s probably literally thousands.
Having been more than a bit disappointed by the shoreline drive, I cut inland past Escanaba and had a much more pleasant
drive through the U.P.’s inland forest. By mid-morning I joined I-75, which I followed for ten miles northward to the border. There was a

long line at customs, but everyone was being waved through pretty routinely, and about fifteen minutes after I’d gotten on the bridge, I
was in Canada.
The bridge dumps out right in the heart of Sault Sainte Marie, Ontario, a city the size of Waterloo whose only importance
comes from the fact that it is literally the only place of significance for hundreds of miles around. Without knowing it, I’d arrived on the
day of SSM’s summer festival, and I found myself detouring around a parade shortly after I got into town.
I made my way to my hotel, a
Sleep Inn that had formerly been a
Journey’s End, and was pleased that I
could check in before noon. I left my car
and set out on foot to explore the area.
The first thing I saw was the remnants of
the parade, which included fire trucks, the
sort of floats you might see at a high
school Homecoming, and a band in
Scottish garb.
(I’ve got pictures of all
of those in my album.)
The end of the parade route was
right in front of a Tim Horton’s restaurant
across the street from the Sleep Inn. This
was before Tim Horton’s had cornered the
fast food market in Canada. In fact, I think
it was the first time I’d seen one. I had a
sandwich and chili for lunch there, one of
the few meals I actually remember
distinctly.
The sandwich (ham and
cheese on a hoagie roll) was good, but I
remember the chili being loaded with
mushrooms to the point that I found it
inedible.
Sault Sainte Marie was one of
Band with U.S. and Canadian flags in the S.S.M. parade
numerous places I’ve been in my life that have nothing to particularly recommend them, but that I’ve thoroughly enjoyed. I spent much
of the afternoon exploring the city’s dubious attractions, many of which turned out to be fascinating.
The single most interesting place
was an easy walk east of the Sleep Inn.
The Canadian Bushplane Heritage Centre
is to small aircraft what the railroad
museum was to trains. They have tons of
planes on display, and they let you go
inside them and even sit in the pilot’s seat.
I saw everything from single seat
airplanes to small jets, and I enjoyed all of
it. I also liked seeing operating models of
airplane
engines—noisy,
but
most
interesting. I basically went to the place
on a whim after looking through the phone
book to see what was around, but it’s one
of the most fascinating museums I’ve ever
been to.
The other main thing I did was to
take a lock tour. The “Sault” (soo) from
which Sault Sainte Marie takes its name is
a series of rapids that connects Lakes
Superior and Huron. (The name basically
means “St. Mary Rapids” in French.) This
Inside a cockpit at the Canadian Bushplane Heritage Centre – Sault Ste. Marie, ON
was a portage point in the days of the
Voyageurs, and the rapids had to be bypassed to allow for modern commerce. Today there’s a series of locks on the St. Mary’s River
that take ships between the lakes. The rapids themselves are used to generate electricity that supplies a large area in both Ontario and
Michigan.

The tourist boat was the size of a small
ferry of the sort that might shuttle people and cars
across the Mississippi at a minor crossing. It
wasn’t small, but it seemed tiny compared to the
enormous tankers and barges we saw going
through the locks. Many just barely fit and had to
be carefully guided to avoid hitting the walls. They
explained just what goes on each time a lock
opens and closes. I can’t say I remember the
whole process today (though I snapped about a
dozen pictures of it), but I do recall the tour as
interesting and educational.
The tour took us to a steel mill on the
shores of Lake Superior west of S.S.M. We turned
around there and headed back through the locks
into the city. We ended up at Roberta Bondar
Pavilion, an urban renewal park next to a
downtown shopping mall. Roberta Bondar was
apparently Canada’s first female astronaut and a
native of S.S.M. Today her park was being used
for a concert that was part of the summer festival. I
listened to a bit of bad country music as I made my
way through the area.
I went back to the Sleep Inn and relaxed a
“Rope Man” guiding the boat as the American locks close
while there. I distinctly recall being amused to use
the then-new “loonie” and “twonie” coins in the hotel vending machines. In particular, I remember buying a can of Five Alive, a juice
blend that is only sold frozen in the States.
I knew there was another mall north of the hotel, and I figured that for variety I’d walk there for dinner. En route I had one of
the strangest experiences I’ve ever had while traveling. A Mormon missionary stopped me while I was walking and started witnessing
right there on the sidewalk. He seemed surprised that I was a tourist (which I don’t think are very common in S.S.M.), and when I told
him I was staying at the Sleep Inn, he wanted to arrange a time to meet me there so he could share his testimony. I tried to politely
brush him off, but I ended up having to be ruder than I wanted in order to get him to leave me alone. I am a religious person, but my
faith is private—and I see no reason why other people shouldn’t keep their beliefs to themselves as well.
I saw a number of other things while walking around Sault Sainte Marie. My photo album includes shots of the local hockey
rink (with an enormous cow-shaped balloon on top of it) and the far too formal Centennial Gardens. I remember doing a lot of walking
in S.S.M., but not much else really stood out. I got to sleep fairly early so I could have an early departure in the morning.
I was intentionally up and off just shortly after 5:00
Sunday morning. The hotel breakfast hadn’t started yet when I
left, and I remember being a bit irritable from a lack of coffee as
I drove. It was probably better that no one else was with me.
This morning I basically drove and drove and drove. It’s 444
miles (720 kilometers) from Sault Sainte Marie to the next real
place to the west, Thunder Bay, and I made only a couple of
brief stops on the way. I stopped at a couple of scenic
overlooks, and I got fuel and some of the worst coffee I’ve ever
had at a very quaint little gas station in the “town” of Paint Lake
(where I recorded my mileage as 11.9 miles per liter). My final
stop was.

View of Lake Superior from the Trans-Canada Highway
near Nipagon, Ontario

The Trans-Canada is normally packed almost
everywhere in the country. On a Sunday morning in one of its
most remote stretches, though, it was virtually empty. The
speed limit is officially 90 km/h (55 mph), but I sped along quite
a bit faster than that. Right at noon I reached the Terry Fox
Courage Monument on the outskirts of Thunder Bay.

The Trans-Canada runs on a bypass around Thunder Bay. I exited onto the old road and drove into Thunder Bay—North, one
of two downtowns in the places that merged to form the modern city. I made my way through that area and on to the “Intercity” region,
a mess of suburban sprawl between the two former cities. I turned onto a side street there and soon reached my destination for the
afternoon, Port Arthur Stadium.

Throughout the previous year I had been religiously watching a TV show called Baseball, Minnesota, a pseudo-reality show
that followed the St. Paul Saints, an “indie ball” team in the Northern League. Independent baseball is populated by players who were
never drafted by a big league team and by those who have been to the majors and are basically “washed up”. The show was a
fascinating look into a world that at the time was totally foreign to me (though I’d come to know it quite well when a friend and former
student would spend years in the minor leagues). I knew there was a Northern League team in Thunder Bay, and I thought it might be
fun to see a game there.
Port Arthur Stadium makes Lambeau Field look new and glamorous. While it’s larger, it reminded me a lot of Carroll Stadium,
the crumbling concrete monstrosity where the Catholic high schools in the Sioux City Diocese play their CYO baseball tournament. I’d
find later that it was remarkably similar to Pohlman Field in Beloit, Wisconsin, where Brad Nelson would play his home games for the
Class A Beloit Snappers. There’s a small covered grandstand by home plate, with reserved seats that were mostly empty. The bulk of
the handful of fans sat in backless
wooden bleachers that extended down the
first base line. A short fence separated
the fans from the field, and many of the
players visited with fans before and during
the game. The experience here was
about as different from Coors Field as
night from day.

Kevin Garner (a player featured on Baseball, Minnesota)
returning from 1st base after flying out
Port Arthur Stadium – Thunder Bay, Ontario

After I parked my car I was
greeted at the stadium by a picket line.
Apparently the concessions workers here
were unionized, and they were striking
against the city. Since the locals had no
problem crossing the picket line, neither
did. The concession stand under the
grandstand was staffed by an old man
who made it known he was a volunteer,
and he appeared to be all the staff that
was needed. I don’t recall exactly what I
bought, but I do remember feeling that
everything they had for sale was cheap. It
was cheap enough that I was willing to
splurge and get a Thunder Bay Whiskey
Jacks cap, something I still occasionally
wear today. (Whiskey Jacks, by the way,
are a type of bird native to the area.)

This game was apparently one for the record books. A note on the back of one of my pictures says that the Whiskey Jacks
lost to the Winnipeg Goldeyes 18 – 1, and in the process the Goldeyes (a type of fish) scored seven home runs, breaking the Northern
League record. I really don’t remember much about the game, but I do recall enjoying the intimate experience of a small professional
park, something I’d get to know very well in the coming years.
1998 would be the last season for the Thunder Bay Whiskey Jacks. Just like the majors,
the Northern League teams bargained with their host cities for new and better stadiums. What
used to be the Whiskey Jacks are now the Schaumburg Flyers, who play in a lavish new ballpark
next to a Metra station in Chicago’s northwest suburbs. The Northern League took its name from
the small cities in Minnesota, the Dakotas, and Canada that used to be its base. Today, though,
about half the league’s teams are in Chicagoland, and many of the rest are in other Midwestern
suburbs. There’s nothing wrong with having professional baseball in the ‘burbs, but it is a very
different experience from the sort of thing I saw in Thunder Bay.
Whiskey Jacks logo
Port Arthur Stadium, by the way, still exists. It now hosts the Border Cats, who play in the
Northwoods League. This is an amateur league staffed by top prospects from Division I colleges. My other baseball playing former
student, Ben Geelan, made several trips up there in the two summers he played for the Mankato Moondogs. An NCAA summer league
is really a better fit for Thunder Bay, but I was glad I was able to see a “real” pro game there.
After the game I made my way to Thunder Bay—South, where I spent the night at an unmemorable Best Western. It was
directly across the street from the former Journey’s End (now a Comfort Inn) where I’d stayed on an earlier trip north, and frankly I liked
that place better than the one where I was staying now. I remember having dinner at a place called Mr. Sub that was in a strip mall
next to the motel, though I don’t recall exactly what I ate or whether I cared for it or not. I do remember the neighborhood as seeming
rather rough, though, particularly for Canada. I was pleased to get back to the relative safety of my motel room.

Monday morning I visited Old Fort William, a living history site that recreates a North West Company fur trading post from
1815. I’d been to Fort William at least twice before, and I wouldn’t have even remembered I’d gone there on this trip except that I have
pictures of the place.

Lake Superior, right at the U.S./Canada border – near Grand Portage, Minnesota
I didn’t linger at Ft. William, and before long I made
my way south to the border. I presumably made it through
customs uneventfully, since I have no memory of that at all. I
stopped again just inside Minnesota, this time at Grand
Portage National Monument. It’s interesting that the trading
post at Fort William was originally located at Grand Portage.
I did a lot of hiking at Grand Portage, the first time I’d
ever been up there to hike. They have both easy and
strenuous trails in the monument, and I had fun walking along
all of them. It was a cool, clear day, the perfect weather for
hiking. The history of Grand Portage is interesting, but
honestly I found its natural beauty to be far more compelling.
I’m not entirely sure what route I took southward. I
suppose I followed the lake down to Duluth, but beyond there,
I really have no clue. I do know that I spent the night at what
was called the Motel 6—St. Cloud. I remember it distinctly,
because I thought I would never find the place. I had printed
View from Lookout Point
out an address, but no actual directions for the place. I came
Grand Portage National Monument
in from the northeast, rather than the “preferred” way along
Interstate 94. I found the address fairly easily, but the place I found was an abandoned grocery store quite near St. Cloud’s downtown
area. I thought I might have confused “street” and “avenue”, so I wondered around a bit and eventually found a similar address in a
residential neighborhood. Finally I drove all through town on the highway. Clear at the west end of town, right next to I-94, I found the
motel. It turned out the hotel used “St. Cloud” in its name, it was actually in the town of Waite Park—just as most of the “Iowa City”
hotels are actually in Coralville. Unfortunately both Waite Park and St. Cloud have the same street names, but they refer to completely
different streets. I was glad to find the place, and—for a Motel 6—it was a fairly nice establishment.
I have no particular memory of the drive home from St. Cloud. My gas log says I bought fuel at a SuperAmerica in Fairmont, a
place I never remember stopping at—ever. I suppose I must have, though, and obviously I made it home safely. Most likely I gave a
semester test at the college on Wednesday or Thursday, because I turned right around and left for another getaway the following
Friday.

Chicago (late July)
There are many trips I’ve made to Chicago for which I haven’t bothered writing up travelogues. Unless it’s a lengthy trip, I
don’t really think of going to Chicago as a “vacation”. I’ll be honest and say the real reason I’m writing up this one is to incorporate
pictures of my brother Steve and his family, who accompanied me on the trip. Steve had wanted some pictures of his family, and this
provides an excuse to include some. I don’t really remember a lot of specifics from that trip, though I will recollect a few incidents.
Apparently Steve and his family
must have met me in the Chicago area. It
would have seemed logical for me to meet
Steve at his place in Moline and go to
Chicago in a single vehicle, but that’s not
what we did. What tells me that is my
trusty gas log, which notes that I was at a
Shell station in Hoffman Estates, Illinois
on July 24, 1998. Hoffman Estates is on
I-90, the Northwest Tollway, so I obviously
came to Illinois from Wisconsin. I do
remember that the group of us stayed at
the Super 8—O’Hare in Elk Grove Village.
Years later I’d stay at the same hotel on
one of our quiz bowl trips to the Windy
City. Steve’s whole family crammed into
one room, while I had a room with two
queen beds all to myself.
I don’t really know the exact
schedule of this trip, but we most likely
just stayed overnight the nights of July 24.
I likely stayed at Steve’s place in Moline
the night of the 25th and then went home
from there. That guess is based on the
fact that I bought gas in Walcott, Iowa
th
(just west of the Quad Cities) on the 26 .

Josh, Steve, Michelle, Hannah, and Terry Burrow
Randolph ‘L’ station in the Chicago Loop
Our main purpose for the trip
was to see a Cubs game. Terry’s whole
family are terrific Cubs fans, to the point
that she has a nephew (who played minor
league ball) named after hall-of famer
Ryne Sandberg. I grew up following the
White Sox, and I can’t say the northsiders
have ever thrilled me much.
I was
perfectly willing to see a game at Wrigley,
though, and it was a nice excuse to return
to my favorite city.

Josh, Michelle, and Hannah Burrow
on top of the home dugout at Wrigley Field

We went to the Rosemont parkand-ride and took the ‘L’ into the city.
Chicago had just recently switched from
tokens to transit cards and passes. The
adults in the group got day passes, but we
had done the math and calculated that it
would be cheaper for the kids to just pay
the discounted fares on a per-ride basis.
That turned out to not be the wisest
choice, but it was the one we made. We
went downtown, did a bit of sightseeing,
and then caught a red line train northward.

We went to an afternoon game, and I remember it being very crowded, possibly a sell-out. We had claustrophobic seats at
the very back of the upper deck. Even bad seats at Wrigley are expensive, though, and the outing had to cost Steve a fortune.

Terry, Josh, Michelle, Hannah, and Steve Burrow – outside of Wrigley Field
The kids and Terry obviously thrilled to be at Wrigley. I can’t say the place is my favorite park, but it is a nice place to see a
game. Even in uncomfortable, awkwardly located seats, we had a pleasant afternoon.
After the game we took the train up to the Bahai Temple in Wilmette.
When they lived in New Mexico, Steve and Terry had friends who were of the
Bahai faith (a religion I know absolutely nothing about myself), so they were
interested in seeing the place. Going to the far north end of the ‘L’ line also gave
us an opportunity to see the city from the train.
We ran into a bit of a problem when came back from Wilmette. For kids
to get their discount fare, they have to pay the fare to a station agent, who then
lets them through the turnstile. There was no agent in the booth at Wilmette, nor
did there appear to be any way to call for one. The turnstiles at the time
accepted coins or transit cards, but they would only accept the full fare. Whether
it was on principle or because they really couldn’t afford it, Steve and Terry didn’t
want to pay full fare for the kids. The high turnstiles in Chicago are designed so
you can’t jump them or crawl under them. Steve and Terry ended up
sandwiching the kids between an adult and the bar and squeezing two people
through the turnstile at a time. None of the adults in our family is exactly small,
and it amazed me that this method worked. We did get three adults and three
kids into the station, though.

At the Bahai Temple

The other big thing I remember from this trip was ordering pizza back at
the motel. I haven’t ordered pizza since I was in college, at home or away.
When I’m at home I cook for myself, and when I’m at a hotel I either eat fast
food, go to a “real” restaurant, or fast. I gather it was fairly common for Steve’s

family to order pizza, and I suppose that makes sense with kids. At any rate, we had pizza delivered, which made dinner a real “event”
for me.

Baseball, Iowa (August)
I made one more getaway in summer, 1998, and this one covered much of the state of Iowa. In early August I went to three
different baseball games on three consecutive nights in three different cities around the state.
People who knew me growing up know I had little if any interest in any sports as a kid. I really didn’t pay much attention to
sports in my early years at Garrigan, either. I started following baseball when James White, the student who said once I’d “adopted”
him after his own father died (and wasn’t that far off), was playing high school ball. James was a very good athlete, who ended up
earning a baseball scholarship to college. I basically was like a parent in going to all his games, and watching him play taught me to
love the game. I continued following Garrigan baseball after James graduated, going to every game I could and occasionally filling in
as the P.A. announcer. In 1997 I was at the microphone when an eighth grader named Brad Nelson was brought in to pinch hit in a
varsity game and hit a double in his first high school at-bat. In the summer of ’98, not long before this trip, I’d see that same future
major leaguer (the team’s top player as a freshman) hit a home run that landed on the roof of Hampton Dumont High School, an
impossibly powerful shot. I saw and got to know a lot of other Garrigan players over the years, and I got to truly enjoy the game of
baseball.
As I mentioned in the Lake Superior section of this write-up, I’d spent a lot of time in 1997 and 98 watching Baseball,
Minnesota on the FX network. That got me interested in the minor leagues before I had a personal reason for such an interest. I had
enjoyed the game I went to in Thunder Bay, and I thought it might be fun to see a bit more baseball this summer.
The first leg of this trip took me to Sioux City, where I stayed overnight at a Baymont Inn in a new suburban development I
didn’t even know existed. The hotel was next door to Lewis and Clark Field, though it was all but impossible to get from one to the
other on foot. The Sioux City Explorers were hosting the Northern League All-Star Game, honoring the top players in the same league
I’d seen in Thunder Bay. I had gone online and bought a ticket for an outstanding seat (row 1, by the on-deck circle) for this game. I
arrived early and watched all the festivities, including a base-running contest and a home run derby.

National Anthem at the 1998 Northern League All-Star Game
(Darwin Schiltz is second from left behind home plate.)
An added bonus at this game was seeing another of my former students, Darwin Schiltz. Darwin’s main job was driving a UPS
truck, but he also served as a baseball umpire. He was a regular umpire for Northern League games on the “I-29 circuit” (Sioux City,
Sioux Falls, Fargo, and Winnipeg). He earned a good reputation and was honored to be selected as the third base umpire for the allstar game.
I don’t really remember much about the game, but I do remember how cool it was to sit right by the on-deck circle. At least
once I actually spoke with one of the players, someone I’d seen in Thunder Bay. I know now that pro players find it annoying and
distracting when fans speak to them in a situation like that, but I must say it was fun to interact in that way.

Lewis and Clark is quite a nice ballpark (about the same size as Thunder Bay’s stadium, but newer, cleaner, and just nicer in
every possible way), and I’ve often considered going back there to see a game. I never have, though, and now that I do have more
personal ties to other levels of baseball, it’s unlikely I’ll find the time to do it. Prices for Northern League tickets have gone up a lot in
the past decade, too, so it’s not the same cheap entertainment it once was.
Following the Northern League All-Star Game, I headed east to Des
Moines. I don’t think I could count the times I’ve been to Sec Taylor Stadium
(a.k.a. Principal Park) since Brad Nelson reached AAA, but I do know the
summer of ’98 was the first time. It was also probably my favorite time there.
At the time Sec Taylor had yet to find a corporate sponsor, and the
atmosphere there was more laid back than it seems to be today. It certainly
also helped that this was the one and only time I was rooting for the home
team in Des Moines. On later trips to see Brad play, I was of course rooting
for Nashville—something that didn’t go over that well with the hometown fans.
While it has ridiculously priced concessions (even in 1998 they were
charging more than the “real” Cubs did), Sec Taylor/Principal really is one of
the nicest parks in baseball. It was one of the first minor league parks
designed by HOK, the architectural firm that has done all the famous big
league stadiums. While it’s relatively big, it has a surprisingly intimate feel to
it. There are good sight lines from almost every seat, and the seats are
comfortable. Also, in spite of the exorbitant prices, they have a great selection
of concessions in Des Moines—a better variety than most major league parks
can claim. The park is also in a gorgeous setting, with a nice view of the river
confluence and the state capitol in the outfield.

Cubbie Bear, the I-Cub’s mascot
Something I don’t care for much in the Des Moines ballpark is their between inning entertainment. Many minor league teams
really get into this, with a whole gamut of promotions keeping fans involved during all the dull stretches. About all the I-Cubs do,
though, is shoot T-shirts out of cannons—and they don’t even do very much of that. The big leagues are skimpy on entertainment, too,
and that’s probably what they’re modeling. A lot of other AAA teams (like Omaha and Nashville) do have lots of promotions, though. I
think they could make I-Cubs games more interesting by adding a wider variety of events.
Another pet peeve I have at Sec Taylorr/Principal is that they charge an arm and a leg for parking. I think it was $4 in 1998,
and it had risen to $6 by 2008. It won’t surprise me if this summer they want seven bucks for a spot. I’ve learned to either stay at a
downtown hotel or to park in a downtown ramp (free most nights and weekends) and then walk to the park. While it’s nearly a mile from
most of the ramps, it’s a big savings. It’s also easy to leave the downtown ramps, while the parking lots around the ballpark are
jammed after a game.
Besides going to the game (which I wouldn’t have remembered except for some pictures I took), I have no recollection of what
I did or where I might have stayed in Des Moines. I’ve stayed overnight in the capital city for any number of reasons on dozens of
different occasions. At one time or another, I’ve been at pretty much every cheap or midrange hotel in the metro area. There are some
I like a lot (like the Quality Inn—Events Center, where I’ve stayed on most of my more recent ballpark trips) and others I won’t stay at
again (like the Rodeway Inn on US 65 north, a true dive I stayed in for my nephew Tim’s graduation). If I were to make a bet I’d guess
that on this trip I was at either the Quality Inn—Merle Hay or the Motel 6—North. Neither of them is exactly my favorite place to stay,
but both have very reasonable prices.
After seeing the I-Cubs I headed down to
my old hometown of Mt. Pleasant. It’s possible I
might have stopped to see Paul and Nancy on the
way, though I don’t recall having done so. I do
recall spending quite a bit of time wandering
around Mt. Pleasant, something I’ve done every
five years or so since I left the place. One of the
strangest things I saw was Lincoln School, the
elementary school that was diagonally across the
street from where I grew up. Lincoln was not a
large school in the ‘60s and ‘70s. The main
building accommodated one section of each grade,
one of which held an extra section of one class
(invariably the one I was in all through school) with
the other housing special classes. There was far
more playground space than school on the squareblock lot where Lincoln was located.
Lincoln School – Mt. Pleasant, Iowa

They’ve since added a huge addition to
the school. The brick matches the old building

surprisingly well, and it makes a building about double the size of the one I went to school in. Mt. Pleasant has been one of Iowa’s
fastest growing communities for the past forty years, and the addition is probably proof of that. It certainly was odd to see the school I
went to look so very different, though.
The Depression-era Mt. Pleasant High School, on the other
hand, looked pretty much identical to how it had been in 1980. The
building was just about to close as a high school, being replaced by a
building that looks more like a Wal-Mart than a school far to the south
of town. To Mt. Pleasant’s credit, they saved the architecturally
interesting old high school. It now serves as the “civic center”, which
means its auditorium serves various community needs and the former
classrooms house the city library and hold community meetings.

MPHS
though it does appear to keep trying to reinvent itself.

I did quite a bit of wandering around Mt. P. and then drove
down to Burlington. I spent some time getting a “blast from the past”
by walking around Westland Mall (which, at least then, seemed little
changed from how it was in the ‘80s). I then drove east to Roosevelt
Avenue (highway 61) and checked in to what was then a Comfort Inn.
(The place is now a Quality Inn, though why it changed from one
brand to another brand owned by the same franchise chain, I have no
clue.) It was right next to the Burlington Super 8, the place I stayed in
1990 when I went to my ten-year class reunion. The Super 8 was a
nasty hotel then, and it didn’t look to have improved with time. In
1998 the Comfort Inn was new and shiny, probably the nicest place to
stay in a city with lots of lodging establishments that had long ago
seen their better days. Burlington itself long ago saw its better days,

My destination here was a place I’d been to once before, but didn’t remember, Burlington’s Community Field, the home of the
Class A Burlington Bees. Burlington has for some time been the smallest place in America with a full-season professional baseball
team. There are smaller places (like Helena, Montana, which now hosts the Brewers’ rookie team), but there the season doesn’t start
until after the MLB draft in June. Burlington has games from the start of April through Labor Day Weekend, which is the standard minor
league season.
I’d theoretically been to on other Bees game in my life, back in high school. I had my wisdom teeth removed at a dentist
whose office was next door to the stadium, and to “celebrate” that event my father took me to a game after the surgery. (As far as I
know that’s the only time I went to any sports event with my father; he didn’t even go to my brother Paul’s basketball games.) I have
only the vaguest of memories of that game, most likely because I was still very much under the influence of anesthesia. Fortunately, I
was much more awake for this one.
It was Bat Night at Community Field. Every fan received a mini-bat, courtesy of the electrical workers’ union. I still have my
bat—or at least part of it. A year or so after going to this game I happened to be teaching Applied Math (the “advanced” math class for
slower students) at Garrigan. Two of my students were screwing around with some of the “toys” I had decorating my classroom. They
ended up playing baseball, using the min-bat, but a real ball. The kids couldn’t have created a better demonstration of the laws of
physics if they’d planned it. The bat split in half, and it’s just half of it I have around today.
I recall having fun at this game, but I really don’t recall any specifics. My pictures have very specific labels of who was batting
or fielding, but I can assure you that none of the Royals A-ballers I photographed went on to become anyone famous. Burlington is a
nice place to watch a game, though. The crowd is friendly, and while they care about the game, they’re not so absorbed that it gets
ridiculous. I had a nice time.
… And so ends a lot things I could have written up as travelogues—some quite detailed, and some extremely sketchy. I’m
glad to have put this together, because it was fun to reminisce and fill in the details set by the pictures. I may eventually get around to
writing other “unwritten” travelogues. Only time will tell.

